
HOW IT WORKS

Welcome to ARIIX Travel, where exotic 
places meet exceptional prices.

When new places are calling your name, new memories are wait-

ing to be made, and you’re ready to discover just how beautiful life 

is, we’ll take you on the vacation of your dreams, not just once, but 

as often as you wish to go. And every time you go, we’ll reward you 

with the means to go again. And again. With ARIIX you work hard… 

and play harder.  

 

 

How to Participate  
Traveling the world with ARIIX Travel is easy. Simply enroll in the program by 

paying an annual access fee of $128.88, and enjoy your travel! Want more 

good news? Your access fee is automatically converted to Reward Dollars 

that can be applied toward your first trip! And for the first four weeks after 

you’ve enrolled, your Reward Dollars double. You just turned your $128.88  

into $258. It’s time to start packing! 

 

ARIIX Travelers:  
DIAMOND PLUS TRAVELER:  Representatives that are commission qualified  

  •   Access to 100% of the available discount.

  •   Doubles the amount of Reward Dollars you can have  

in your rewards bank at one time, from 13,334 to 26,668.

  •   24/7 reservations support after a booking has been made.  

 

DIAMOND TRAVELER:  Representatives that are commission qualified  

  •   Access to 100% of the available discount.

  •   24/7 reservations support after a booking has been made.  

 

SAPPHIRE TRAVELER:  Representatives that are no longer  

commission qualified / Preferred Customers 

  •   Access to 50% of the available discount.

  •   24/7 reservations support after a booking has been made. 
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For every dollar you invest in your health and building your ARIIX business, 

we give you back Reward Dollars toward incredible vacation savings. ARIIX 

will establish a maximum Reward Dollar contribution, and the company will 

apply it to your trip. Sounds pretty good, right? And the more products you 

use, the more you save on amazing vacations!* 

 

Two Ways to Get Reward Dollars  
Buy ARIIX products and services.  This  includes 
everything — enrol lment purchases,  ARI IX  
Travel  access fee,  Auto-Del ivery orders ,  event 
passes,  logo gear,  shipping and even taxes! 
 

  •   Within your first four weeks of joining ARIIX Travel, you’ll receive  

1 Reward Dollar for every $1 spent. 

  •   After your first four weeks, you’ll receive 1 Reward Dollar  

for every $2 spent.  

  •   If you are a Representative with IIX membership, you’ll receive double:  

- 2 Reward Dollars for every $1 spent in your first four weeks 

- 1 Reward Dollar for every $1 spent after your first four weeks 

 

CHECK IT OUT: 

  •   You buy $100 in Reviive™ personal care products.

  •   ARIIX contributes $100 Reward Dollars to your rewards bank.* 

$300 is the cheapest published price.

$100 Reward Dollars are contributed from your ARIIX rewards bank  

(from your Reviive™ purchase).

$200 is all you pay for a fantastic weekend getaway! 

 

Representatives who are new to ARIIX will have 28 days from their enrollment 

date to join ARIIX Travel and receive Reward Dollars for their ARIIX enrollment 

purchase. If a Representative joins ARIIX Travel after 28 days, they will start 

receiving Reward Dollars from the time they join.  

Purchasing an IIX membership increases the rewards. If a Representative 

purchases an IIX membership within 28 days of enrollment with ARIIX,  

Reward Dollars will be retroactively doubled. Cha-ching!

 

What about Preferred Customers?

The Preferred Customer (Sapphire Traveler) access fee automatically  

includes IIX membership, so the Reward Dollar potential is the same  

as above. 

Here’s How It Works



02TRAVEL:  Go places,  do amazing things  
and receive Reward Dol lars in the process! 
 

All ARIIX Travelers will receive 1 Reward Dollar for every $2 spent out of  

pocket to purchase their trip. Representatives with IIX membership will 

receive Reward Dollars at a ratio of 1 Reward Dollar for every $1 spent. 

Preferred Customers also enjoy a ratio of 1 Reward Dollar for every $1 spent. 

ARIIX Reward Dollars will be deposited into your rewards bank after  

completion of travel. 

 

CHECK IT OUT: 

$700 is the cheapest published price.

$400 Reward Dollars can be applied to your trip. 

$300 is all you pay AND you just gained $300 Reward Dollars  

that can be applied to your next trip! 

  •   Reward Dollars are deducted from your rewards bank at the time  

of booking, and if your trip is cancelled, Reward Dollars will be  

refunded back into your rewards bank. 

  •   Reward Dollars are non-transferrable and have no redeemable cash value.  

  •   Reward Dollars will be capped at 13,334 or equivalent (per market). Represen-

tatives have the option of paying an additional $128.88 to double the amount 

of Reward Dollars they can have in their rewards bank at one time, from 

13,334 to 26,668, which elevates them to the status of Diamond Plus Traveler.  

 

 

AOR: With ARIIX Opportunity Rewards, the more you 
earn, the more you can spend! 
Opportunity Credits can be applied to your trip balance after Reward Dollars 

have been applied. Reward Dollars are also received on any portion of your 

trip paid for with Opportunity Credits! 

 

CHECK IT OUT: 

$1,100 is the cheapest published price.

$500 Reward Dollars can be applied to your trip.  

$200 in Opportunity Credits is available and you choose to apply it. 

$400 is all you pay AND you just gained $600 Reward Dollars (for the $400 

cash you paid and the $200 in Opportunity Credits you applied) that can  

be used on your next trip! 

 



The Fine Print 

Public Sharing of Savings: Do’s and Don’ts 

 

Every industry has its secrets, and the travel industry wants to keep theirs under wraps! ARIIX Travelers 

are STRICTLY PROHIBITED from publishing or displaying, through any means or channel — including social 

media — the discounted travel prices available through the ARIIX Travel Rewards program. Any Traveler 

who publishes or displays, through any means or channel, the discounted travel prices available through 

the Program will be terminated from the ARIIX Travel Rewards program immediately without exception. 

 

We know how excited you are going to be about your vacation savings and we want you to share!  

While you are prohibited from sharing screenshots of your vacation savings, we’ve provided beautifully 

designed templates, located in your xOffice™, to make sharing your savings simple and safe!

Trip Attendance 

The ARIIX Traveler must be present on any trip booked with their account. 

 

RETURNS 

  •   If product is returned after travel has occurred, all Reward Dollars redeemed on  

returned product will be owed back to ARIIX and if necessary, will be netted out  

from the total refund.. 

  •   Product will not be refunded if there is a trip pending, as the trip would then  

be subject to cancelation.  

 

Inactive Status 

If you are an ARIIX Representative and your “active” status reverts to “inactive,” your 

Traveler status will be downgraded to Sapphire, only providing access to 50% of the 

available discount. As long as you continue making a product purchase every cycle, 

you will retain your rewards bank balance.

If you do not continue making product purchases every cycle, you will lose all Reward 

Dollars with the exception of the Reward Dollars you gained through your ARIIX Travel 

access fee and any Reward Dollars you’ve received through out-of-pocket payment  

for your trips. 

Reward Dollars do not accumulate if you are not an ARIIX Traveler or if your ARIIX Travel 

access has expired. 

 

Rewards Program Cancelation Policy
ARIIX Travelers have 28 days to cancel their ARIIX Travel rewards account access  

and receive a full refund as long as no travel has been booked. By booking travel,  

any right to cancelation is forfeited.  

Program Renewal
An annual renewal fee of $128.88 is required to receive access to the program and  

continue accruing Travel Dollars. Renewals will take place on the anniversary of the 

date you joined the ARIIX Travel rewards program. And remember, every renewal  

fee payment gets you even more Travel Dollars! 
 *  Assumes IIX membership or Preferred Customer enrollment.  

ARIIX will establish a maximum Reward Dollar allowance per trip.


